Returned per our conversation with [blank] on 16 May. Please let me know the results of your phone call. STAT

LDP
MEMORANDUM FOR: Executive Director-Comptroller

SUBJECT: Clearance Draft of "Documents for Contingencies (Other Than a Plan D Situation) Which Justify Application of Emergency Measures on a National Scale"

REFERENCE: Memo dtd 17 April 72 to Heads of Departments and Agencies Having Civil Emergency Preparedness Responsibilities fm Director/OEP, same subject

1. Paragraph 3 of this memorandum contains a recommendation for your action.

2. Referent memorandum requests CIA concurrence and/or comments and recommendations on a revision of OEP planning documents entitled Emergency Documents for Contingencies Short of a Plan D Situation. These plans have no direct bearing on CIA emergency planning programs as the Agency is not given specific emergency responsibilities in the Presidential Emergency Action Documents. Although we received this as a matter of courtesy and information, we are expected to provide our concurrence.

3. Attached is a proposed reply for your signature. Our 1971 response to referent plans was signed by Colonel White (copy attached).

Robert S. Wattjes
Assistant Deputy Director for Support

2 Atts:
Att 1: Agency's 1971 response
Att 2: Proposed 1972 response